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        Notes for Abra-Kid-Abra Disappearing Ink 8 Week Class 
 

Magic Color Box 
 

Effect:  You show a box in which there is a cube with a different color on each side.  While your back is turned, the spectator picks a 

color and sets the cube in the box with his color facing up.  Then he closes the lid.  You put the box behind your back, shake it, then 

hold it to your ear to hear the color.  You put the box behind your back and correctly announce the chosen color! 
 

Props/Secret:  Magic vision box and cube.   Behind your back, you remove the lid and put it on a different side of the  

box.  (See photo.)  When you shake it by your ear, you secretly glimpse the chosen color.  When you put the box back 

behind your back, you close up the lid, so all will be normal when you bring it back out. 
 

Presentation:  “Inside this box is a cube with 6 different colors.  I’m going to turn around.  Would you select 1 of the colors, show it to 

the audience, put the cube in the box so your color is facing up, then put the lid on the box.  Let me know when you are done.  (Take 

the box from spectator.  Start shaking it as you put it behind your back & move the lid to a different side.)  Did you know that different 

colors have a different sound?  I have a very well developed sense of hearing.  I’m going to listen to the box.  (Put it by your ear, 

glancing casually at the color.)  Ah ha, very interesting.  (Put it back behind your back & put the lid back on the normal side.  Careful 

not to flash the cube bringing to to and from your ear.)  Was it…green (name the color you saw)?  Thank you. 

 
Dream Vacation 

 

Effect:  You offer a spectator the chance to win a dream vacation.  Unfortunately, instead of Hawaii, Can Cun, or any number of 

glamorous spots, the spectator winds up winning a trip to a very cold place! 
 

Props/Secret:  Dream Vacation card.  Though it seems like you can wind up on any square, you always winds up on #8!   
 

Presentation:   

1. Mention that since they have been such a good audience, you’d like to give someone a chance to win a dream vacation!  

Invite a spectator up to assist you.   

2. Briefly show the back of the card (the side with the vacation spots) and read 2-3 destinations they could win.  Hold your hand 

covering “North Pole” so they don’t notice it until the end.     

3. Turn the card so the numbers side shows.  Read the instructions, having spectator move her finger around the card.   

4. At the end, she winds up on #8. Turn it around to show it’s a frigid destination! Congratulate her, & ask when she’ll be going!     

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 
                                                       Befuddling Snapper 
 

Effect:  When you pull out the yellow piece of the snapper, it snaps back.   

However, when you give it to a spectator, she cannot get it to snap back!   
 

Props/Secret:  Snapper (2 pieces).   Spectators see a rubber band protruding  

from the end of the red piece, and think it causes the yellow piece to snap back.  This is incorrect—the rubber band is there to make 

the spectators think this.  Actually, the magician squirts the yellow piece into the red piece (like squirting a marble, or squeezing a 

bean out of a peapod).  The spectator doesn’t notice this squirting, as it is not very visible.  
 

Presentation:  “Have you ever seen one of these?  When you pull it out, it snaps back in.  (Demo this a couple times.)  Would you like 

to try it?  (Spectator tries but can’t get it.)  Let me see it.  (Look inside the red piece.)  Oh, I see.  You have to turn it (the yellow 

piece—do so).  Then it works.  (Demo it working a couple times.)  Now try it.  (Hand to spectator, who can’t get it working again.)… 
 

You can do this again.  Perhaps show that it needs to be turned 3x.  Then spectator tries but, again, can’t do it!  A fun thing is to hand 

it to a few spectators to try it.  Sometimes one will catch on, but won’t let on what the secret is.  But your original spectator still can’t  

 

Directions 
1. Place your finger on any white square. 
2. Slide it up or down to the nearest gray square. 

3. Slide it diagonally to the nearest white square. 

4. Slide it left or right to the nearest gray square. 

5. What number did you wind up on? Turn over the card to see where you’ll be going! 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 

 

California Aspen 
New 

York 

Hawaii 
Miami 

Beach 

Cape 

Cod 

Can Cun Siberia Montreal 
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Will The Cards Match? 
 

Effect:  The magician numbers 5 slips of paper 1,2,3,4, & 5—in big numbers.  Spectator shuffles the slips, and  

magician tears the stack in half, then turns 1 of the halves upside down.  The magician states, “The question is:  

Will the cards match?”  Spectator points to a pile (either the face up or face down one).  Magician picks it up  

and spells the 1st word in the  question, “Will”.  As he says each letter, he moves 1 slip from top to bottom.   

When he gets to the end of the word, he takes the top 2 slips from each pile and sets them down on the table  

next to each other.  He then repeats this procedure for each word, until he has 5 pairs of slips, each with 1 face  

up & a face down slip (see diagram #1).  Spectator then turns over each face down slip and all the pairs match!     
 

Props/Secret:  5 slips of paper, notepad size, and a pen or pencil.  The trick works itself if you follow the steps.   
 

Mechanics: 

1. Number the 5 slips 1-5.  Write the number big so it fills the slip.   

2. Let spectator mix them up.   

3. Square up the pile and tear the pile (all 5 slips) in half.  (See diagram #2.)   

4. Turn 1 of the halves face down.   

5. Ask spectator to pick either pile.  Pick that pile up and spell the first word in “will the cards match”,  

“will”.  For each letter, move 1 slip from the top to the bottom.  Then take the top slip from each pile  

and set them side by side on the table.   

6. Repeat step 5 for each of the other words, “the cards match”.  You’ll be left with 2 slips—1 from  

each pile, which go together without having to spell anything.   

7. Turn over the face down slip in each pair and all pairs should match—i.e. be from the same number. 

 
Astonishing Stick (Color Paddle) 

 

Effect:  A paddle is shown with 6 different colors per side. Someone picks a color. 6 of that color appear on both sides! 
 

Props/Secret:  Paddle with 6 different color dots on 1 side, and 6 of the same color dot on the other.  There  

are 2 secrets to this trick:  1)  forcing the spectator to choose orange (or whatever color is on one side);   

2) showing both sides of the paddle as having either 6 different colors, or 6 of the same color.   
 

To force the spectator to choose green when he seems to have a free choice, ask him to name a number from  

1 to 6.  Whichever number he picks, you’ll wind up on orange, as follows.  If he picks 1, spell “o-n-e” and  

wind up on the orange dot.  2:  spell “t-w-o”.  3:  count to the 3rd dot.  4:  count to it, starting from the other end.   

5:  spell “f-i-v-e” starting from the other end.  6:  spell “s-i-x”.  In summary, the force color is 3rd, or 4th,  

depending which end you start from.  For each number 1-6, you can get to this position by counting or spelling.     
 

To show both sides of the paddle as having 6 colored dots (or all the same color), use the paddle move.  Apparently you show both 

side of the paddle, but actually you show the same side twice.  This is accomplished by twist ing the paddle once as you turn it over.   

Three steps:  a)  Practice twiddling the paddle back & forth in both directions as its held between thumb & first finger.   

b) Practice showing both sides of the paddle like this:  Start with the inside of your wrist up.  Turn over your hand as you would to 

look at your watch.  Then back.  This is how to show both sides of the paddle.  c)  Combine these 2 moves.  As you turn your wrist to 

show the other side of the paddle, twiddle it 1x, so you’re actually showing the same side.  As you turn the wrist back so inside of the 

wrist is up, twiddle it 1x the other way, again showing same side. Note:  If you cannot do the paddle move, you can do the trick 

without it.  Force the color, as above. Then show the color they chose is on the other side.   
 

Presentation:  “I have a paddle with a bunch of different colors (show both sides as having different color dots).  Name a number from 

1 to 6.  (Count or spell their number, as appropriate, arriving at green. If you spell, ask “How do you spell it?”)  Green.  Can you say 

“Abra-kid-abra”?  (Quickly twiddle paddle, making all the spots turn green.  Show both sides have all greens.)  You made them all 

turn green.  Are you a magician?  Well done, give yourself a round of applause.  (Put paddle away.  Bow to thunderous applause.)”  

 
3 Gags 

 

My Card:  1) Ask someone “Would you like to see my card?”  Hand them your card.  It says “My Card”!  2) Ask “Would you like to 

see my other card?”  Turn it over.   It says “My Other Card”!  3) You can end by handing them your real business card if you wish. 

Rattlesnake Eggs:  When she opens the envelope, it rattles, startling her!  Wind the washer.  The more you wind, the louder it rattles! 

Disappearing Ink:    Squirt this on someone’s clothes.  It appears to make a bad stain.  However, it disappears after a few minutes.  

 

(Usually disappearing ink is given out the 2nd to last class. Rattlesnake eggs are usually given out in the 8 week class, 3rd to last week.) 

 

 

Diagram #1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram #2 
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Spell-A-Card 
 

Effect:  Magician shows a fan of 5 cards, asking spectator to think of 1.  Magician asks which card he  

thought of, and spectator names it.  Magician spells the name of it and winds up on the selected card! 
 

Props/Secret/Mechanics:  You’ll need 5 cards from the deck:  A♣, 2♥, 4♠, 6♦, and 9♦.  The 5 cards have,  

respectively, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 letters.  Put them in numerical order, as listed above, with the ace on top of the face down packet. 

When you spell a card’s name, move a card from the top of the packet to the bottom for each letter.  Include “of”.  When done 

spelling, turn over the next card.  If it helps, have a slip of paper with the numbers and suits spelled out on the table for easy reference.  
 

Presentation:  “Can you think of 1 of these cards.  Do you have 1 in mind?  (Yes)  Which card are you thinking of.  (2♥).  I had a 

feeling you were thinking of that one.  Let me try something.  T-W-O O-F H-E-A-R-T-S.  (Turn over the next card—the 2 ♥!) 
 

Challenge Version:  Put a small pencil mark on the back of the ace.  You can tell it from the back, but the audience won’t notice it.  

After spectator thinks of a card, say that you’ll mix up the cards a bit and give them a few single cuts.  Cut them until you have the ace 

again on top, which you can tell by the mark.  This adds mystery to the trick, as you appear to mix up the cards.   

 
You Are Out of Cards! 

 

Effect:  A spectator cuts off a small packet of cards.  You deal several cards into a pile.  You and the spectator alternate dealing cards 

face up into a pile from your respective packets.  When the spectator deals his last card, your next card says “You are out of cards!”   
 

Props/Secret/Mechanics:  Deck of cards & pen.  This trick works itself if you do this:   

1. Before you start, write on the face of the joker “You are out of cards” in big letters.  Place this card 12th from the top. 

2. Ask the spectator to cut off a small packet of cards—10 or less.   

3. Deal 12 cards from the deck face down into a pile.   

4. You and the spectator alternate, dealing cards from the top of your packets face up into a (shared) single pile.  You go first.  

5. When the spectator has dealt his last card, the next one you deal should say “You are out of cards!”  
 

Presentation:  “Do you play cards?  I’d like to show you a trick that is so strange that even I don’t know how it works!  Can you cut 

off a small packet of cards—10 or less.  Good.  Now I will deal some cards for myself.  (Deal 12 face down into a pile.)  Now, I’ll 

deal a card.  You deal a card and set it on top of mine.  I’ll deal another.  You deal another.  We’ll keep going.  (When spectator runs 

out.)  You are out of cards?  I had a feeling you might run out there.  (Deal next card.)  Can you read out loud what my next card says?   

 
Just In Case (Card Trick) 

 

Effect:  Spectator selects a card.  You show her an insurance policy.  You guess the card wrong 2x.  It’s found printed in the policy! 
  

Props/Secret/Mechanics:  Deck of cards and insurance policy.  Though the spectator seemingly has a free choice, you force her to 

choose the 3♣ using the criss cross force.  Have the 3♣ on top of the deck.  Set the cards on the table.  Ask the spectator to cut the 

cards (photo 1).  Pick up the lower half and “mark the cut” by setting it perpendicular to the half the spectator cut off.  (photo 2) 
 

Pull out the insurance policy, mentioning it briefly.  Then return attention to the deck, lifting off the upper half, and ask the spectator 

to pick up the card he cut to (point to it, the top card of the lower half, to indicate which card she should take.  It’s the 3♣!)   
 

Presentation:  “I have an ordinary deck of marked cards.  (Show deck.)  Would you like to examine them?  (Start to hand spectator the 

cards.  As she reaches for them, pull them back saying,) Thank you very much.  May I have a volunteer from the audience please.  

(Introduce yourself, shake hands.  Make sure they face the audience.)  Would you cut the cards any place you like and set them over 

here.  (Spectator cuts.)  I’ll mark your cut and we’ll get back to the cards in a moment.  I don’t know if you were aware that as a 

magician, I always carry an insurance policy.  (Pull it out, folded.)  It protects me in case I should mess up a trick.  I have never had to 

use it, of course, but I do carry it just in case.  (Put it back in your pocket.)  In any case, you cut to a card.  Would you take the card 

you cut to, look at it, and show it to the audience.  Put it back on the deck, and I’ll bury it in the center.  (Put your half on top, squaring 

up deck.  Pick up cards and spread through them, looking at the faces.)  All I have to do is to quickly look through the cards and 

immediately I can tell that your card was a red card, a heart, the Queen of Hearts!  (Show Q♥.  Spectator says no.)  That was not it?  

Sometimes it takes me a couple of tries.  (Look through cards again.)  Oh, now I see.  It was a black card, a spade, the 10♠!  (no)  Oh 

dear.  Maybe it’s time to check that insurance policy after all.  (Start unfolding it.)  Let’s see, here are coin tricks, rope tricks, mind 

reading, (open all the way out so 3♣ faces audience), card tricks.  See the card on the policy.  Is this your card?  (yes)  Thank you.   

                                                 

  

Ace of Clubs 

Two of Hearts 

Four of Spades 

Six of Diamonds 

Nine of Diamonds 
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Linking Clips  
 

Effect:  2 paper clips placed separately on a folded dollar bill link when the bill is popped open. 
 

Props/Mechanics:  2 jumbo paper clips & a bill.  Fold the bill in thirds in an S shape (photo 1).  Each clip encompasses 2 of the  3 legs 

of the S:  middle & 1 outer leg, and middle & other outer leg (photo 2).  Position the clips near the ends.  A little of them protrude 

above the top edge of the bill.  Hold the bill with both hands on the top edge.  Quickly pull the ends apart and the clips link! (photo 3)   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Presentation:  “I asked my dad for a big bill and this is what he gave me.  (Show jumbo bill.)  This paper clip is Romeo (fold bill & put  

in on as in the above diagram) & this one is Juliet (put it on the bill).  They were in love, and even though they were separated, they 

could not be kept apart.  Can everyone say Abra-Kid-Abra.”  (pull bill to link them.  Hold them up high to show they’re linked.)  

 
                                            Kung Fu Clip 

 

Effect:  You toss  up a paper clip and thrust your finger through it in mid air!  (photo 2) 
  

Props/Secret:  You’ll need 2 paper clips.  1 is shown initially.  The other is on your R 1st finger, and  

you make it appear like you have speared the paper clip mid air, when actually you switch clips. 
 

Mechanics:   

1. In advance, pull 1 paper clip open a bit and poke your right 1st finger through the middle. (photo #2)   

Dangle your right hand naturally at your side.  Fingers are naturally cupped so clip is not in view. 

2. Show the loose paper clip in your left hand.  Hold it between left thumb & 1st finger  (photo #1).   

3. Thrust right index finger forward, toward the left hand’s paper clip.  As it passes the clip, left hand  

drops naturally to your side, letting the clip rest on your left fingers, casually, out of view.  Meanwhile,  

right 1st finger is held out, and seen to have impaled the paper clip in mid air!  (photo #2) 
 

Presentation:  “I don’t like to brag, but did you know that I was a martial arts expert?  Some people break  

boards with their hands.  Others break bricks. I am going to attempt something even more difficult.  Do  

you see this paper clip?  Watch this.  Hy Yah!!  Impaled in mid air!  It hurts a little, but it’s not too bad.”     

To make the trick more impressive, here are some things you can add: 

1. Start with the loose clip held between your right thumb & the side of your 1st finger.  Right hand dangles 

naturally at your side.  Bring the right hand up & casually take the clip in the left thumb and 1st finger 

(photo #3).  Right hand drops back to its side, casually suggesting there is nothing else in it. 

2. Left hand tosses the clip a couple inches in the air.  Right hand catches it in your palm as you extend  

R 1st finger showing you impaled it on your finger!  Practice until you can do this 5x in a row.   

 
Dulling the Senses 

 

Effect:  You cast a spell that dulls the spectator’s senses.  When you drop a bill, it slips through his 

fingers.  He cannot catch it!  

 

Props/Secret/Mechanics:  1 play bill.  It is not as easy as it seems to grab the bill if you don’t know  

when it will drop!  First, demonstrate it with your hands.  Show the starting position (photo), drop  

the bill, and catch it.  (It’s easy for you to catch it because you know when you are dropping it!)   

Then, drop the bill and have the spectator try to catch it.  Usually he will not be able to!   
 

Presentation:  “I am going to cast a spell on you to dull your reflexes.  (Wave your hands around.)   

Do you feel different?  I’m going to hold this bill, and I’d like you to hold your thumb and 1st finger  

in the middle on either side.  I’m going to drop the bill and you catch it as it drops.  OK?  (Drop it.   

Usually they cannot close around it quick enough & it falls to the table.)  See, I told you I dulled  

your senses!  Don’t worry, the spell wears off in about a week!” 
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